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ABSTRACT
Objectives of a four-phase study were (1) the

discovery of relevant tutoring techniques when upper-grade elementary

students tutor first-grade children who are having difficulty with

sentence equations; (2) the empirical validation of the specified

tutoring techniques identified; (3) the development and validation of

an instrument for assessing a tutor's mastery of the specified

tutoring techniques; and (4) the specification and validation of

tutor-training procedures. A trial-and-revision strategy used during

the first three phases involved the formulation of an idea, trying it

out with a small number of students, and revising it on the basis of

the trial. The final phase consisted of using the training procedures

identified to train 16 upper-grade elementary students in the use of

the specified tutoring techniques and then ti'ing the Tutor
Observation Scales developed to measure the effectiveness of the

tutor-training procedures as the trainees tutored first grade

students. The training procedures were found effective in training

the student tutors to use the 10 specified tutoring techniques; their

overall mastery was 89.6 percent. (Appended are the Tutor Observation

Scales with instructions for use, the Tutor Criterion Behaviors, and

training materials for tutor independent study including review

charts and cue cards.) (Author/OS)
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SUMMARY

EALTSIRLITIAUIELY.111

There is increasing use of upper-grade students as tutors for

younger children. This trend has been viewed as a means of reducing

the achievement gap that exists among culturally-disadvantaged children.

However, research has indicated that the potential of such a tutorial
arrangement is linked closely to the tutoring techniques used by the

student tutors. Research has established that unless student tutors

are trained to use specific tutoring techniques that facilitate

learning, they do not generally use effective tutoring techniques.

This study was designed to empericaily identify training procedures

and techniques appropriate for training upper-grade elementary student

tutors.

The specific objectives of the study weret (1) the discovery of

relevant tutoring techniques when upper-grade elementary student tutor
first-grade children who are having difficulty. with sentence equations;
(2) the empirical. validation of the specified tutoring techniques
identified; (3) the. development and validation of an instrument for

assessing a tutor's mastery of the specified .tutoring techniques; and

(14) the specification and validation of tutor-training procedures.

Procedures

The study was carried out in four phases. It Identification and

validation of relevant tutoring techniques. IIt Development of Tirtor-

Observation Scales. Int Eperical Formulation of tutor-training

procedures. IV: Valida4on of the training procedures.

A trial-and-revision strategy was .used during the first three

phases of the study. This involved the formulation of an idea, trying

it out, and revising it on the basis of the trial. This strategy was

employed until the stated objectives were reached.

The final phase consisted of using the training procedures

identified in Phase III to train sixteen upper-grade elementary students

in the use of the specified tutoring techniques identified in Phase I,

and then the Tutor-Observation Scales developed in Phase II were used

to measure the effectiveness of the tutor-training procedures.

Results

The training procedures were very effective in training the
student tutors to use the specified tutoring techniques. The student
tutor's over-all mastery of the ten specified techniques was 89.6%.

vi
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CHAPTER

STATEMENT CF PROBLEM AND ONErYt7VES

The high incidence of failure among disadvantaged students has

been pointed out repeatedly (Hayes, 196h; Newton, 1962; Smith, 1965;

Cloward, 1966). The rate of failure among children of disadvantaged

backgrounds is indicated by the findings that at the third grade level

about two-thirds of the children are one year. behind in their achieve.

menu and that this gap continues to increase to as much as five years

at the high school level (Bloom,,, 1966). Research indicates that one

key to preventing failure is adapting instruction to the learning needs

of each child. Unfortunately, because-of the size of the average class

and the broad range of individual differences, teachers often find it

impossible to adequately adapt instruction to the specific learning

needs of each child.

Currently the most popular and, from most indications, promising

solution to the achievement gap of disadvantaged children, is to provide

the child with individual. tutoring. The major problem with this

approach has been providing thoae.who do the tutoring adequate training.

in the Los Angeles area.eirforts are being made. to meet this problem.

The Los Angeles City Schools employ a full-time-specialist and five

consultants to assist in the training and. orientation of those who

participate in various volunteer tutorial projects. Their services have

also been utili?ed in the training of tutors who have participated in

tutorial projects in the area sponsored by Economic and Youth Cppor.

tunities Agency of Greater Los Angeles.

Many of the colleges which have tutorial projects are also

attempting to provide their tutors with rore.professional help and

supervision. Moil and more materials are-being developed to aid those

who act as tutors.

The number of tutorial projects in the Los Angeles area is encour-

aging. Key personnel from the Urban Affairs Office in Los Angeles have

noted that the nation as a whole is beginning to look at the various

tutorial projects in the Los Angeles area., Most encouraging is the

fa'et that many of the tutorial projects are designed to help disadvan-

taged children (e.g. One to One Summer Tutoring in Reading, Bethel

Church Tutorial Project in Venice.)

Even as extensive as the tutorial projects are in the Los Angeles

area, they currently are not designed to get at the very root of the

problem. In reviewing the existing tutorial projects in the area, it

was discovered that there is virtually no tutorial assistance for

disadvantaged children in the first grade; existing tutorial projects

do not provide individual tutoring below the 3rd grade. Consequently,

children with disadvantaged backgrounds.are.not getting the individual

help they often need at the most critical. point in their entire school

1



experience. Instead of taking preventive steps in the primary grades,
the effort is almost solely that of remedving the achievement gap that
has occurred during the primary grades.

Several of the elementary schools in the Los Angeles area are
attempting to solve this problem on their own. It has been found that
there is a definite trend to have upper elementary grade students tutor
children in the primary grades. Currently, however, there is no
provision for training or orienting the children who are being used as
tutors.

Some recent innovations in the concept of individualized tutoring
give every indication that there is unlimited potential in the trend tv
use upper grade elementary children to tutor children in the primary
grades. An entirely new concept in tutoring has been introduced,
refered to as programed to (Eileen, 1966). This technique
utilizes princip s o earning which have been identified primarily
with programed instruction in which the tutorial procedures are care-
fully prescribed, and conform to the basic'teretsof programed instruc-
tion, but allows for maximal sensitivity to the individual learning
characteristics of the children being taught. Programed tutoring is a
teaching technique rather than a set of materials so that the subject
matter taught can be determined entirely by=the curricular requirements
of the school system in which it is used.

From its earliest formulation, programed instruction has been
described as an instructional technique capable of taking into account
individuality in the learning process. The very fact, however, that
programed instruction is almost solely dependent on reading ability
has lade it extremely difficult to take advantage of the possible
individualt,atiL,- with children in the primary grades. By means of
the programed tutoring technique that has been introduced by Eileen,
it seems highly probable that the potential of programed instruction
can be conveyed to children with disadvantaged background in the
primary grades. There are also advantage& realised as a result of the
individual attention provided by tutoring. Most significant, however,
is that this form of tutoring has proven to be far superior to
traditional forms of tutoring based on current teaching philosophy
and practice. The findings suggest that the effectiveness of tutoring
at this grade level is primarily dependent on whether or not the tutor
follows the established theories of learning on which programed
instruction is based (Elise% 1966).

In reviewing Ellsonis work, several points are relevant to this
study: (1) the data indicate that the benefits of programed tutoring
are noticably greater for those children who have the most difficulty;
(2) there is rather extensive- evidence that ehildren progress more
rapidly in some academic areas when they receive this type of tutoring;
(3) even though adults have primarily been used as tutors, Elleon
makes-the following statement: "It is the-investigatorls impression
that conscientious adults with more limited educational background
-- or even children could be trained as tutors..." (Eileen, 1966);
and (cj even though the materials used-by-Ellson are only in the area
of reading, he is confident the technique could easily be adapted to
other subject matter.

2



At the present time, the technique is only being considered in

a very limited scope. The tutors are trained to work with specific

materials that have been prepared especially for this technique. Yet

there is- every indication that this technique could be refined and

prove effective in more general application. Filson has noted the

need for additional research in this area; "...although our tutoring

procedures have demonstrated their effectiveness for this purpose,

they are relatively new and we have much more to learn about the best

way to use them," "...we have not carried out experimental evaluations

of details of the procedures." (Bllson, 1966).

The following quotes "Tutoring programs are springing up across

the country like jonquils...for some children the. most effective teacher

is another child" (U.S. Office of Education, 1967) is typical of the

positive response when programs are adopted where-older children are

used to tutor the younger children. (Cloward) -19661 McCracken; Leaf J.;

Johnson, 1965; Cloward, 1966).

As a result of the increasing trend in the Los Angeles area to use

older elementary children as tutors, one of the more progressive

superintendents was motivated to contact the Research and Development

Center at U(LA and ask them to conduct a study that would look at some

of the possible meths -'3s of training the children in their role as a

tutor. This study did not result in specified tutor training proceduree;

but it did substantiate Elleon's feeling that older children can be

trained to be tutors. The study demonstrated the ability of the

children to apply basic learning theory (e.g. reward, etc.) (Fragerf

1967). The research conducted by System Development Corporation also

indicates that it is possible to train an elementary child to comply

with some basic points of learning theory in the tutorial relationship.

This study was an extension of the research that has been cited,

with particular emphasis cn the validation of tutoring-training

procedures. The specific objectives of the study were:

1. Identify and validate-the relevant tutoring techniques in

the tutorial relationship between-upper-grade elementary

children tutoring first-grade children.

Develop tutor-obaervation(s) capable of providing a measure

of the degree of mastery of the specified tutoring techniques

by the student tutors.

3. Specify the training procedures- necessary to train student

tutors in the use of the specified tutoring techniques.

1j. Validate the training procedures.

3



CHAPTER II

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

PHASE I - IDENTIFICATICN OF SPECIFIED TUTORING TECHNIQUES

In an effort to identify appropriate objectives the researcher
contacted the curriculum specialist in the school district where the
research was conducted. After considerable deliberation it was
determined that one of the most basic problems of disadvantaged first-
graders was in mathematics. The curriculum specialist indicated that
disadvantaged first-graders consistently have a great deal of difficulty
with sentence equations- (e.g. 5 4-t-3 my 7). It was decided that the
objectives would be in the area of sentence equations. The researcher
was informed that the Greater Cleveland Mathema +ics Program was being
used in the school district, so it was decided to investigate the
feasibility of the tutors using these materials.

An evaluation-revision strategy was used to identify tutoring
techniques relevant to the objectives and.moterials. Upper-grade
elementary students were selected to tutor first-grade children. They
were trained by the experimenter in various approaches to tutoring
(e.g., Mason Model, Frailer Model, Harrison Model). To identify
tutoring techniques that seemed most effective, the experimenter
observed each tutor while he worked with at least two learners. Some
of the techniques identified resulted directly from the tutoring models
that were evaluated; others are completely unique to the objectives.

After a bdWic set of tutoring techniques were identified, tutoring
procedures were formulated that incorporated these tedhniques. Using
the newly formulated tutoring procedures the experimenter trained two
student tutors and observed them working with several children.
Training for the next group of tutors was modified as a result of tpe4
evaluation of the previous group of tutors; tills group of tutors vas
observed while tutoring and further revisions in the procedures were
made based on these observaticns. Additional evaluations and revisions
of the tutorial procedures were carried out until it appeared fairly

evident that the leorners wore consistently profiting from the
individualized tutoring.

In the final form the tutorial procedures consist of ten specified
tutoring techniques. Three of the techniques are employed by the tutor
before he requires the younger child to deal with the problems. The

remaining seven techniques are employed by the tutor while the child is
dealing with the problems.

an a ortrrInTriri larrled School District«



Specified Tutoring Techniques

1. Do things to put child at ease.

2. Clarify the priiscribed task.

3. Teach the child-how tc verify his answer.

1.1.
Have the child read each equation aloud.

5. Have the child mark his answer before providing any feedback.

6. Have the child verify his answer.

7. Avoid punishing behavior.

8. Provide the child with verbal praise when appropriate.

9. Reward the child when appropriate.

10. Check for mastery -of designated problems.

PHASE II - VALIDATION OF SPECIFIED TUTORING TECHNIOUES

By means of a diagnostic test, sixteen first.graders were

identified who were unable to solve a particular type of sentence

equation. (e.g. 3 - 1 =CO) These- children were. randomly assigned to

two groups. One group to be tutored by upper-grade elementary children

who were trained by the experimenter, and the other group to be tutored

by upper-gmde-elementary children who received no training.

The untrained tutors were introdueed. to the instructional materials

and told trey had been selected to tutor first-grade children who needed

help with their math. They -were told their job was to teach the child

how to do the problems.

It was found that the Greater Cleveland Mathematics materials were

not entirely adequate, consequently special instructional materials

were prepared. These materials consisted of practice items (sentence

equations) sequenced according to difficulty. Both groups of tutors

used these instructional materials.

The time required for the trained-tutors to bring the younger

children to specified criteria. was recorded. The time required ranged

from one to four tutoring sessions of approximately twenty minutes

duration. As far as. it was. possible, the time the untrained tutors

spent tutoring the younger children was kept constant with the time that

had been recorded for the trained tutors.

The experimenter observed all tutors while they were working with

the younger children. It was noted that the trained tutors were very

consistent in following the specified tutorial procedures. In contrast,

the untrained tutors.consistently did things- that would appear to

5



interfere with lerrning (e.g., punishing behavior, extensive over-

cueing, no verbal, praise, no friendly, non-instructional conversation,

feedback before written response, no effort tc clarify prescribed

task).

A parallel form of the diagnostic pre-test used in selecting the

first-graders was used to measure learning gains following the

individualized tutoring. All eight children who were tutored by trained

tutors were successful in solving every problem on the post-test. L
contrast, only two of the eight chilAren who were tutored by untrained

tutors were able to solve any of the problems on the post-test.

Even though these results were quite dramatic, it was decided to

compare the effectiveness of trained and untrained student tutors in

helping first-graders who were having difficulty with another form of

the sentence equation. A dianostic test was used to identify first-

graders who were hating difficulty with additive sentence equations with

the unknown in the middle position (e.g. 3 + = 5). Once again these

children were randomly assigned to two treatment groups. One group to

be tutored by upper -grade elementary students who were trained by the

experimenter, and the other group to be tutored by upper-grade

elementary students who received no training. Each tutor was allowed to

work with the younger child one-half-hour per day for four days using

instructional materials prepared by the experimenter. The following are

the mean scores --. both the pre- and post-test of the two treatment

groups.

TREATMENT GROUP n
ix -item

Man
Pretest x IteleWiT:gs7

SOD. ean S.D.

Tutored by untrained tutors 6 1.5 1.51 1.5 1.97

Tutored by trained tutors 9 0.5
.......,......_±...............,-.......

0.72 11.4 2.35

Based on these results it was concluded that the specified tutoring

techniques did enhance a student tutor's ability to help a younger

child learn to solve sentence equations successfully.

PHASE III . DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF TUTOR-OBSERVATION SCALES

Various forms of tutor-observation scales were tried out

throughout the first phase of the study when the specified tutoring

techniques were being identified. Over a rix months period the

observation underwent several evaluations and revisions until it

proved effective as a valid and acrurate measure of whether or not

a student tutor used the specified tutcring techniques, and if so,

what percent of the time when it is appropriate.

Once the tutoring techniques- were identified, it was found they

fell into two different catagories. Three techniques are procedures

followed before the learner is required to deal with the problems.

6



The remaining seven techniques are procedures the tutors follow when

the child is trying to solve the problems. The three pre-instruction

techniques are used each time a tutor works with a younger child for the

first time. The use of the remaining seven techniques is contingent to

a great extent on the response of the younger child to the problems.

Consequently, two separte scales were developed. Scale I provides a

measure of the tutor's ability to use the three pre-instruction

tutoring techniques. Scala II provides a measure of the tutor's

ability to use the remaining seven instructional tutoring techniques,

The scales were validated by having raters observe tutors who

had been trained by the experimenter, and then comparing the scores

recorded by two raters working indepently. It was found that with

relatively little practice in the use of the scales, the discrepancy

in the scores recorded by two raters was extremely low. By instructing

the student tutors to omit one or more of the specified tutoring

techniques while they were being observed by two raters, it was

substantiate:, that the scales were consistently capable of providing a

measure of tutor's mastery of the tutoring techniques. The final form

of the two scaler:, and the procedures followed when rating a student

tutor are found in appendix A.

PHASE zy EMPERICAL FCRMULATION OF TUTOR-TRAINING PROCEDURES

Bas ©d on the experience of the experimenter in training student

tutors in connection with a previous study (Harrison, 1967), tutor.

training procedures were formulated for this study. The previous study

had shown that in order for most fifth and sixth grade students to be

effective in the use of specified tutoring techniques, they must have

opportunities to practice these techniques under the guidance of a

trainer. Ccnscquontly, the first version of the training procedures

consisted primarily of practice in the use of the specified tutoring

techniques. After numerous trails and revisions of the training

procedures, the following specified training procedures were arrived at

1. Provide the student tutors independent study materials

(Appendix B) that introduce the first four tutoring techniques.

2. By means of charts (Appendix C) review the first four

tutoring techniques when the tutors meet with the trainer,

for the first time.

3. Let the student tutors practice using the first four tutoring

techniques by role-playing.*

4. Provide the student tutors independent study materials

(Appendix B) that introduce the fifth and sixth tutoring

techniques.

*The tutors are divided up into pairs and take turns playing the

role of the tutor. When they play the role of the younger child

fey are provided cue-cards (Appendix D) which instructs them to

make errors, etc.

7



5. By means of charts (Appendix C) review the fifth and sixth
tutoring techniques when the tutors meet with the trainer

the second time.

6. Let the student tutors practice using the fifth and sixth
tutoring techniques by role-playing.

7. Provide the student tutors independent study materials
(Appendix B) that in+roduce the last four tutoring techniques.

8. By means of charts (Appendix 0) review the last four tutoring
techniques.

9. Let the student tutors practice using the last four tutoring
techniques by role-playing.

10. Let the student tutors tutor a first-grader under the
supervision of the trainer.

PHASE V - VALIDATION OF TUTOR-TRAINING PROCEDURES

TRAINING OF TUTORS

Selection of Tutors

Each fifth-grade and sixth-grade teacher received a memorandum
from the principal, explaining that some fifth and sixth graders were
going to be selected to be trained to tutor first-grade children.
The memorandum briefly explained the nature of the training and the
time that would be required. Each teacher was requeleited nrrmid0

the names of approximately ten students in his class whc he would

like to see considered for participation in the project. From these

lists sixteen tutors were randomly selected.

Tutor Training

The prescribed training procedures were used to train the sixteen
student tutors who had been randomly selected. The training was carried

out in four training sessions of approximately 30 to 140 minutes duration

over a four day period.

RATERS

Function

The same two raters were used to evaluate the student tutors after
the training was completed. The raters used the tutor-observation
scales to evaluate each tutor's mastery' of the ten specified tutoring

to

Qualifications

One of the raters was a member of the staff in the Education

8



Systems Department of System Development Corporation (SDC), Santa

. Monica, California. The other rater had previously worked in
the Education Systems Department of SDC for one year. In the opinion
of the experimenter, both raters made every effort to be completely
objective in evaluating the student tutors.

245.29221

The raters were trained by the experimenter in the use of the
observation scales. In the first phase of the training the raters

were acquainted with the tutor criterion behaviors and the procedures

that were to be followed when using the scales. Once the raters were

thoroughly acquainted with the specified behaviors for each of the

tutoring techniques and with the procedures for using the scales,

they were given an opportunity to rate student tutors in schools other

than those participating in the study. The raters were instructed to go

over the scales together after the practice rating sessions, and where
they were not in agreement to attempt, as far as possible, to come to an

agreement as to how various behaviors would be handled. By the end of
the training, the raters had reached a point of agreement regarding the
various ramifications in the use of the observation scales that resulted

in high correlation in the scores recorded by the raters.

InItn1TITtallnatz,

Table I is a summary of the number of times the scores recorded by
the raters for the 16 student tutors were identical, and the number of
times there was a gross discrepancy in the scores recorded by the
raters.* The raters were.basicalil in agreement 90% of the time in
their evaluation of the performance of the 16 student tutors. The high
correlation between the scores recorded by the raters is accounted for

by the precise specification of tutor criterion behaviors and the
training the raters received in the use of the observation scales.

EVALUATION OF STUDENT TUTORS

When the training of the student tutors was completed, the raters

evaluated the student tutors while they were working with the first.

graders. Each tutor covered the same set of practice problems with the

child during the evaluation session. The tutors were told prior to the

evaluation session that there would be observers in the room taking

notes while they worked with the younger children.

The children used in the phase of the study were children who had
generally scored between 10% and 70% on a diagnostic test. The instru0-
tional materials covered by the children were deeigned to allow them to
answer approximately half the problems correctly without any difficulty,
and to answer approximately half of the problems incorrectly on the
first response. The purpose of the special instructional materials was
to insure, as far as possible, that each tutor would be required to dell_
with approximately the same number of correct and incorrect responses.

*The discrepancy between the scores recorded by the raters was
considered gross if it was greater than 50%.

9



TABLE I

INTERJUDGE RELIABILITY

RATER
AGREEMENT

Agreement

'TUTORING TECHNIQUES

11016 12:16

Gross
Discrepancy

1:16 0:16

#

16:16

MEM
15:16 16:16

#6

0:16 0:16

15:16 111:16

0:16 1:16

#8

16:16

#9

114:16

#10

114:16

0:16 0:16 1:16 0:16

0



The raters used the tutor.observation scales to evaluate each

tutor's performance. The scales were designed to evaluate a tutor's

ability to follow the specified procedures when tutoring a younger

child. Scale I provided a measure of the tutor's ability to use three

of the ten specified tutoring techniques. These three techniques

involved following certain procedures before the learner was required

to deal with the problems:

1. Do things to put the child at ease.

22221.fied behavior:

a. Engage in non.instructional conversation (at least two

questions or comments.)

b. Praise the child for something.

2. Clarify the prescribed task.

Specified behaviors

a. Determine if child knows the meaning of signs and symbols

used in the equations. (This should be done before the

tutor requires the child to deal with the first problem.)

b. By means of some type of example, explain how the problems

are solved. (This should be done before the tutor requires

the child to deal with the first problem.)

3. Teach the child how to verify his answer.

Easifillbehaviort

a. Before providing any feedback on the child's response to

the first problem the tutor will help the child carry out

the unct on of the sign (+ or .) using objec (e.g.,

fingers, tokens, pennies, circles drawn on the page, etc.

b. The tutor will provide the child with a basis for

determining whether or not the answer is correct. (When

the function of the sign is carried out, the resulting

number should equal the last number in the equation.)

The raters evaluated the tutors in terms of the specified

behaviors. A tutor's score for each of the three tutoring techniques

was based on the number of specified behaviors (two possible for each

technique) evidenced by the tutor while working with the younger child.

Scale II provided a measure of the tutor's ability to use the

remaining seven tutoring techniques. These seven techniques involved

following certain procedures when the child was trying to solve the

problemss

11



Have the child read each equation aloud.

Specified behavior:

The child will read each problem aloud before marking the
answer.

2. Have the child mark his answer before providing any feedback.

22121Sied behaviors

The child will mark his answer before receiving any feedback
or confirmation from the tutor.

Have the child verify his answer.

,pecified behaviors

The tutor will help the child check his answer and then have
the child determine whether or not his answer is correct.

h. Provide the child with verbal praise when appropriate.

Specified behavior:

a. If the child's first resprnse is correct, the tutor will
praise the child when he determines his answer is correct.

b. If the child discovers the correct answer, the tutor will
praise the child when the child determines a given answer
is correct.

c. The praise will consist of something more positive than
"O.K." or "Right."

5. Avoid punishing behavior.

Specified behaviors

a. If the child's verbal or written response to a problem
is incorrect, draTor innot say "No," "That isn't
right," "That's wrong," etc.

b. The tutor will have the child determine the answer
is incorrect and then assist him in discovering the
correct answer.

6. Reward the child when appropriate.

Specified behaviors

a. If the child's first response is correct, the tutor will
reward the child when he determine his answer is correct.

12



b. 1! the child discovers the correct answer without any

assistance from the tutor, the tutor will reward the child

when he determines what the, correct answer is (on problems
marks with "X").

c. The reward will consist of some type of symbol (e.g., star

), "O.K.," 0+,0 etc.)

7. Check for mastery on designated problems,

Specified behavior:

a. If the problem is marked "X" the-tutor will require the

child to attempt to check his answer completely indepently.

b. If the child is =ale to determine what the correct

answer is after three tries, or if the child seems unable

to check the answer by himself, the tutor will say: "O.K.

lets go on to the next problem."

Scores for each of the seven tutoring techniques on Scale II were

arrived at by computing the ratio between the number of opportunities

a tutor had to use a specified tutoring technique and the number of

times he used the technique (e.g., the tutor has eight opportunities to

reward the child and succeeds in rewarding him six times).

The scores recorded by each rater were arrived at completely

independently; in no instance did the raters discuss the performance

of the tutors. The final score- for each student tutor on the ten

tutoring techniques was arrived at by averaging the scores recorded by

the two raters.
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Table II presents a summary of the individual scores on the ten

specified tutoring techniques.

TABLE II

SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL TUTOR SCORES

Tutor

Tutoring Techniques

#2 #3 #Li #6 #7 #8 #9 #10

Stanley 100% 75% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 20%

Cheryl 50% 50% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 00%

Valerie 100% 75% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% lgg 1(1°30%

Tammy 50% 50% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Dean 100% 100% 100% 93% 100% 100% 100% 00% 100% 00%

Sylinia 25% 75% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Sharon 50% 50% 1.00% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Jean 100% 75% 100% T00% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 50
Mike 100% 100% 100% 00% 100% 100% 100% 00% 71% 100%

Billy 100% 100% 100% 00% 100% 100% 90% 35% 100% 75%

Susan 100% 100% 100% 00% 100% 100% 50% 100% 100% 100%

Harriet 100% 100% 100% 00% 100% 100% 100% 33% 100% 100%

Sandra 100% 100% 100% 00% 100% 100% 66% 100% 100% 100%

Barbara 75% 100% 00% 00% 100% n% 50% 33% 100% 00%

Linda 100% 100% 100% 00% /00% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Janine. 100% 100% 100% 00% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

MEAN NO 8140 93,7 99.5 '00.0 980 97.5 68.9 97.2 72we

Based on these-resulti) it can be concluded that the training

procedures wore effective in training the student tutors to use the

ten specified tutoring techniques. Generally the tutors were consis

tent in their use-of the tutoring techniques-. The results suggest
that the training strategy wai- basically sound, and would appear to

nave. ut4ity_gor eimil1W-AritP a 1
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In terms of this set.of tutoring tachniquesy the data would

indicate that the eighth (reward the child when appropriate) and tenth

(check for mastery on designated problems) tutoring techniques will

require more emphasis or clarity,
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

A review of the literature established the following facts about

intergrade tutoring; (1) the number of achools attempting SODS form of

intergrade tutoring has increaeed significantly in the laat few years;

(2) in most instances the student tutors receive-no training beyond a

brief orientation; (3) in spite of the lack of hard data "mat
educators feel tutoring works" (Thelon, 1968). The assumption that

tutor w113 automatically use certain established psychological
principles of learning seer t-to 'be the basis of the-over all justifi-

cation for intergrade tutoring. The findings of previous studies

challenge this prevailing assumption. Previous studies have shown that

untrained tutors generally do not utilize established psychological

principles of learning and consequently are limited in their ability

to help learners master specified objectives. In the light of mounting

evidence, it must be concluded that the instructional model (e.g.p

induce sustained activity, reinforce the child for every correct

response, etc.) that is frequently ammiated with individualized
tutoring is not consistently reali%ed unless the tutor is trained to

perform prescribed functions when tutoring a younger child°

Based on the conclusions of Travers (1962), it is doubtful that

simply establishing the feasiability of identifying valid training

procedures will alleviate the problem. Following his study

dealing with relationship of psychological research to educational
practice, Travers concluded that the results of research and innovation

are not likely to be translated into improved practice unless embodied

in a tangible product which had been shown to be effective. Travers

further concluded "If the mole product of research is principles,
conclusions, or scientific laws, it is much less likely that research on

instruction will be applied." The next critical step in research
dealing with the training of student tutors is to investigate the

feasibility of develming validated exportable tutor-training materials
that can be utilized completely independent of a researcher. Unless
exportable validated tutor-training materials are made available to
schools, student tutors will probably continue to go untrained. The

critical question is whether validated tutor-training materials will

ever be made available to schools, student tutors will probably
continue to go untrained. The critical question is whether validated
tutor-training materials will ever be made available to schools on a

large scale. Severa=l factors suggewt that they will not (1) It is

extremely unlikely that elementary or secondary schools will find the
money, expertise, or time to develop validated tutor-training materials.
(2) Thus far, publishing companies have not been willing to expend the

money required to validate training materials that require trial and

revision. (3) For the most part, other agencies (e.g., R.& D. centers,
Regional laboratories) are finding that a genuine commitment to the

16



trial-and-revision strategy required to develop effective instruction

materials is difficult to live with. Consequently, unless there is a

real market for tutor-training materials) validated tutor-training

materials will probably never be developed on a large scale. Hopefully,

educators using student tutors will reall7e how important it is that the

tors be trained and will begin to request training materials. If this

happen$ on a-fairly large scale, a market will be created that will

stimulate efforts to develop tutor-training materials,

Two qu.,ations would then arise» will the training materials be

based on validated tutoring techniques-and will themselves be

replicable? If either of these-criteria is not met the materials will

be of dubious value. Each criterion poses unique problems° There is a

danger that tutor-training materials will be developed and marketed

that do not meet these specifications° If educators fail to make a

distinction between tutor-training materials which are validated in

terms of significantly enhancing a student tutor's ability to help a

learner master specified objectives and tutor-training materials per se,

this will prove to be the case.

If the extensive use cf students as tutors continueN one

recommended solution to the problem would be for "buyers (school

districts, the Federal Government, etc.) to contract with publishers to

develop tutor-training materials that meet certain specifications. The

prime specification should be that the training materials successfully

teach student tutors to use effective tutoring techniques; effectiveness

being measured in terms of the benefit to the learners.

This approach. to the development-of tutor-training materials is

very probable if a concerted effort is made in the future to provide

more effective instruction for disadvantaged children in the primary

grades. This experimenter is convinced that additional research will

establish that in many instances disadvantaged- children profit less

from group instruction thando advantaged children. This will then

result in a greater focus on various approaches to individual

instruction.

In terms of cost alone, intergrade tutoring would seem to be the

most feasible approach to providing individual instruction to
disadvantaged children in the primary gradeav- If the primary grades

start to receive more focus, monies will most likely be made available

to support the development of validated tutor-training materials.
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OBSERVER

TUTOR-OBSERVATION SCALES AND

TUTOR,OBSERVATION SCALE*

TUTOR CRITERION BEHAVIOR

APPENDIX A

SCALE I

TUTOR

DATE

PUPIL

CONININIV. 1111011111111d1b.b..1d

1. ESTABLISH RAPPORT WITH CHILD (v/)

a. Engage in non-instructional conversation

(at least two questions or comments.)

b. Praise the child for something.

POIN101010,

2. EXPLAIN OBJECTIVE

MS. Pl

maimmorsoflogo

a. Determine if child knows the- meaning of

signs and symbols used in the equation.

b. By means of some type of example,

explain how the problems are solved.

11roliroornm.

010111.11..11110

3. TEACH THE CHILD HO''T TO VERIFY' HIS ANSWER

a. Help the child carry out the functicn of

the signs (+ or -) using objects (e.g.,

fingers, tokens, pennies, circles drawn

on page, etc.)

b. Provide the child with a basis for

determining whether or not the answer

is correct.

* This scale was used by the raters
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF SCALES

SCALE I

EstablightWIthild

If tutor evidences appropriate behavior, check where indicated,

otherwise leave blank.

Explain ONective------_-.

This behavior should be exhibited by the tutor using the sample

problem at the top of the page. If tutor evidences appropriate
behavior, check where indicated, otherwise leave blank.

Teach the Child How to Ver f his Answer

This behavior should be exhibited by the tutor helping the child

solve the first problem. Check where indicated if behavior is

sbown, otherwise leave blank.

SCALE II

If the child exhibits the appropriate behavior, mark "+" in the
box under the appropriate column; if not mark "-" in the box.

When there is no opportunity for a behavior to arise (e.g., the

child's first answer is not correct, or the item is not marked
for independent checking) mark "0" in the box.
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TUTOR CRITERION BEHAVIOR

ESTABLISH RAPPORT T4rITH r1HTLD

a. Engage in
questions

Examples:

noninstructional conversation (at least two

or comments.)

1. Ask child name; 2. Ask child age; 3. Ask

child about pets; h. Comment about child's

clothes, etc.

b. Praise the child for something.

Examples: 1. Article of clothing; 2. Child's ability to

do something, etc.

2. EXPLAIN OBJECTIVE

a. Determine if child knows the meaning of signs and symbols used

in the equations. (This should be done before the tutor
reouires the child to deal with the tirst problem.)

By means of some type of example, explain how the problems are

solved. (This should be done before the tutor requires the
child to deal with the first problem.)

TEACH THE CHILD HOW" TO VERIFY HIS ANSWER

a. Before providing any feedback on the child's response to the
first problem, the tutor will help the child carry out the

function ot the sign (+ or -) using objects (e.g., fingers,
tokens, pennies, circles drawn on the page, etc.)

b. The tutor will provide the child with a basis for determining
whether or not the answer is correct. (When the function of

the sign is carried out, the resulting number should equal the

last number in the equation.)

h. CHILD READS PROBLEM ALOUD

The child will read each problem aloud before 'marking the answer,

22



5. CHILD MAKES WRITTEN RESPONSE BEFORE RECEIVING FEEDBACK

The child will mark his answer before receiving any feedback or

confirmation from the tutor.

6. CHILD CHECKS ANSWER BEFORE REPTVING FEEDBACK

The tutor will help the child check his answer and then have the

child determine whether or not his answer is correct.

7,r;
t.

7. TUTOR PROVIDES VERBAL PRAISE WHEN CHILD ARRI'VE'S AT CORRECT ANSWER

a. If the child's first response is correct, the tutor will

praise the child when he determine* his answer is correct.

b. If the child discovers the correct answer, the tutor will

praise the child when the child determines a given answer is

correct.

c. The praise will consist of somethings more positive than

"O.K." or "Right."

8. TUTOR REWARDS THE CHILD IF FIRST RESPONSE IS CORRECT, OR CHILD

DISCOVERS THE CORRECT ANSWER WITHOUT ANY HELP

a. If the child's first respense is correct, the tutor will

reward the child when he determines his answer is correct"

b. If the child discovers the correct answer without any assisk

tance from the tutor, the tutor will reward the child when He

determines what the correct answer is (on problems marked

with X) .

c. The rewrrd will consist of some type of symbol (e.g., star 610
fro.K.0 114., fl etc.).

9. TUTOR AVOIDS PUNISHING BEHAVIOR FOLLOWING INCORRECT RESPONSE

a" If the child's verbal or written response to a problem is

incorrect, the tutor not say: "No," "That isn't right,"

"That's wrong," etc.

b. The tutor will have the child determine the answer is incorrect

and then assist him in discovering the correct answer.

23



1
10. ON DESIGNATED ITEMS CHILD CHECKS ANSWER INDEPENDENTLY

a. If the problem is marked (X), the tutor will require the child

to attempt to check his answer completely independently.

b. If the child is unable to determine what the correct answer

is after three tries, or if the child seems urable to check

the answer by himself, the tutor will says "O.K. 'Leto' go

on to the next problem"
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APPENDIX B

TUTOR INDEPENDENT STUDY MAIERIALS

FIRST SET OF TUTOR INDEPENDENT STUDY MATERIALS

READ THESE MATERIALS VERY CAREFULLY

Instructions

It is very important that you spend at least one hour studying these

materials before you attend the first trainingsees nhe

You have been selected to be a tutor. A tutor is a special kind of

teacher. A tutor teaches one person at a time.

te/
TEACHER TUTOR

You will be tutoring first-graders. Your job will be to teach them

how to do a type of math problem they do not know how to do.

In order to be a good tutor, you will have to learn to use nine

tutoring skills. The materials you study at home will teach you how

to be a good tutor. In the training sessions you will practice each of

the nine tutoring skills.

25



TUTORING SKILLS

A. DO THINGS THAT WILL PUT THE CHILD AT EASE

As a tutor it is very important that you ASK THE CHILD FRIENDLY

nUESTICNS AND DO THINGS THAT WILL MAKE HIM FEEL GOOD SO HE MILL

NOT EC FRIGHTENED.

When you ask the child questions, speak in a friend voice and

speak cjmk. Be careful not to speak too fast;

1. The first thing you do is smile and says "Hello. My name is

What is F5Fhame?"

Then you ask: "Do you have a pot?"

If so, "What is its name?"
If not, "What kind of pet would you like to have?"

Notes Each time the child answers a questions, you say
something before you ask another question. For

example, after this question you could say "I have a

dog."

3. Then you asks. "Do you like to play games?" After the child

answers, may: "We are going to play some fun games with

numbers."

Then you asks "Can you count to five?" After the child

counts, says "Very good. You really know your numbers."
(Praising the child for counting is very important.)

Learn these queetions.before you attend the first training session

because you will practice asking thee* quesione without looking at

your study materials in the first training session.

B. CHECK TO SEE IF THE CHILD KNOWS THE MEANING OF THE SIGNS USED IN

THE EQUATIONS

The first set of problems has a sample problem at the top of the

page. You use this problem to see if the child knows the meaning

of the signs used in the equations.

Steps to follow.

1. Point at the plus. (+) and (-) signs in the sample problem and

ask: "Do you know what this sign means?"

26



If the child answers correctly, mays "That is right. Very

good."

If the child does not know or answersincorrectly, tell the

child what the sign means and have the child repeat it.

2. Point at the sign and ask: "Do you know what we call this

box?"

a. If the child answers correctly says- "That is right.

Very good."

b. If the child does not know or answers incorrectly, say: "We

call this some number." Have the child may "Some number."

3, Point at the equal (m) sign and ask: "Do you know what this

sign means?"

a. If the child answers correctly, say: "That is right. Very

good."

b. If the child answers incorrectly or does not know, say:

"This sign means equals." Have the. child say "Equals."

In the first training session you will practice going through

these steps.

C. HAVE THE CHILD READ EACH PROBLEM ALOUD

Reading the problems aloud helps the child learn how to work the

problems. As a tutor you must make. certain that the child reds

EVERY problem aloud.

Steps to

1. Point to the problem and say: "Would you please read the

problem."

Note: Use these definitions:

( +) plus (-) m minus m some number

Example: 2 - 1 - "Two minus some number equals one."

2. If the child cannot read a sign or number, tell the child what

the ign or number is and have the child repeat it.

Example: 2 - 1 m C:23 Childs "Two plus one ..."

27
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D. EXILATI TIC., TC DC THE Fi.",flPIR NC-M1

The children you will be tutoring dc not know how to do the problems
so you help the child do the simFle pFalem and explain how you
solved the problem.

follow

1. Have the child read the sample problem.

2. Tell the child to mark one in the middle box.

3. Draw little circles in the boxes above the first two numbers,
and a three in the last box.

2

h. Explain that by putting one in the middle box the first two
numbers add up to three()

5. Have the child count the circles in the two boxes.

Read these step over three times so you will be able to go
through them in the first training session.

In summary, the following are the first four tutoring skillet

A. DO THINGS TO PUT THE CHILD AT EASE

B. ASK THE CHILD WHAT THE SIGNS MEAN

C. HAVE THE CHILD READ EACH PROBLEM

D. HELP THE CHILD WITH SAMPLE PROBLEM
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STUDY OUESTIONS

These are the questions you will be asked in the first training session.

1. What are the things you should remember to do when asking the child

questions? (Example: smile.)

A.

B.

C.

D.

2. What do you do before you tell the child what your name is?

3. What are the questions you ask -so the child will be at ease?

A.

B.

C.

D.

What do you say after the child counts to five?

5. Why is it important to POINT at each sign when you check to see if

the child knows-the meaning of the signs in the sample problem?

6. What do you say if the child doesn't know the meaning of one of the

signs?

7. What do you say to get the child to read each problem aloud?

8. What do you say if the child doesn't know a sign or number?

9. What do you say if the child is slow to answer?

10. Do you have the child read the sample problem?

11. Do you tell the child the answer to the sample problem?

12. What do you put in the boxes above the sample problem?

+ [7_1 Li 2 + IN 3

13. What do you have the-child do after you explain how you solvod the

problem?
29



SECOND SET OF TUTOR INDEPENDENT STUDY MATERIALS

It is very important that you study these materials very carefully
before you attend the second training session.

TUTORING SKILLS

E. HAVE THE CHILD WRITE EACH ANSI. ER

Many younger children will answer orally (orally means to m the
answer instead of writing the answer) and then watch for the tutor
to nod his head "Yes" or "No" before they write their answer. It
is VERY IMPORTANT that you have the child write %.2.1 answer before
you tell him whether or not his answer is right.

Steps to follow

1. After the child reads the problem, you reword the problem.

Example: 3 + = Ii Child: "Three plus some number
equals four."

Tutor: "What number do we need to
add to three so it adds
up to fUEFTT

2. If the child answers orally, say: "Write your answer down."

3. If the child says he doesn't know the answer, say: "Write
down the number you think is the answer."

L. If the child is slow to mark his answer, keep saying: "Write
down the number you think is the answer."

Note: It is very important that you get the child to write his
answer QUICKLY. Remember to keep asking the child to
write his answer if he doesn't mark his answer the first
time you ask him.

You will practice having the child write his answer in the second
training session.

F. HELP THE CHILD CHECK HIS ANSWER

After the child marks his answer yon help him check his answer.
You DO NOT tell the child whether or not his answer is right.

It is very important that you hove the child check EVEffirnswer
because-this helps the child LEARN how to do the problems.
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Steps to follow

1. After the child marks his answer, say: "Now we will use the

pennies to see if your answer is right."

2. Point to the first number and say: "Place pennies on top

of this number." (Have child put correct nUtTer of pennies on

top of the first number in the problem.)

Point to the sign in the problem and ask: "What does this sign

tell us to do?" (Have the child say "Add" or "Take away.")

Note: BE SURE TO ASK THE CHILD ABOUT THE SIGN

)4. Point to the second number in the probletA and say: "Add

more pennies" or "Take away pennies." (Have child get

additional pennies if (+)p or remove pennies if (-).)

Note: DO NOT PUT PENNIES ON THE LAST NUMBER IN THE =MON.

5. Point to the last number in the problem and say: "If you have

this many pennies your answer is right."

Note: This step is the MOST IMPORTANT step. You should stress

more than any other step.

6. Point to the last number and ask: "Do you have this many

pennies?" (Have child count pennies and tell you how many

pennies he has.)

it 2nd Last

lumber number number

7. Ask: "Is your answer right?"

Note: Unless you make the fifth step clear) the child will not

know how to tell if his answer is right. If the child

necms uncertain when you ask him if his answer it right,

you should go over step 5 again very slowly.

NEVER TELL THE CHILD WHETHER CR NCT HIS ANSWER IS RIGHT.

REQUIRE HIM TO SAY "YES" CR "NO" TO STEP 7 QUESTION.

8. If the child's answer is right and he answers "No" when you ask

him if his answer is right, you should repeat steps 5, 6 and 7

until he realizes his answer is right.

9. If the child's answer is incorrect and he answers "Yes" when11%
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you ask him if his answer is right, you should repeat steps 5,

6 and 7 until he realizes his answer is not right.

10. When the child realizes his answer is not right:

Point to the child's answer and say: "Your number is too

big" or "Your number is too little."

b. Say: "Get some more pennies" or "Take some pennies off."

Note: Have child remove pennies from stack on the number he

marked.

DO NCT TELL THE CHILD THE EXACT NUMBER OF FENVIES TO ADD OR

REMOVE. AS FAR AS POSSIBLE LET THE CHILD SOLVE THE PROBLEM.

sc. Have child count pennies and compare with the last number

in the problem. point to the last number and ask». "Do you

have this many pennies/7u

}Wye the child ADD cr REMOVE pennies until he discovers the

right number, then have the child change his answer in the

box.

TEACHING THE CHILD HOW TO CHECK HIS ANSTSR IS YOUR MOST

IMPORTANT JOB AS A TUTOR. You should spend most of your time

studying this skill.

STUDY-GUIDE

HELP THE CHILD CHECK HIS ANST!!ER

1. Read over the first seven steps three times.

2. See if you can remember the first eight steps when you look at the

words below:

a. Use

b. Top

c. Sign

d. Add or talcs -away
;.

e. Important

f. Do
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3. Get some pennies and practice go4ng through the first seven steps.
Practice asking the questions out loud.

Do not attempt to learn the last three steps until you can gc'"
through the first seven without looking at these materials,

5. If you will memorize this, it will help you remember what to do
when the child's first answer is incorrect.

Once the child realizes his answer is not right:

a. Tell the child his answer is too big or too little.

b. Remove or get pennies.

c. Count and compare with last number.

d. If necessary remove or get more pennies.

e, When child discovers correct number have hlm change his answer
in the box.

Once you have a chance to practice helping the child discover the right
answer in the second training session, you will not have any difficulty
remembering what to do if the child's answer is incorrect.

6. If the child answers "No" when his answer is right, or "Yes" when
it is incorrectt

REPEAT STEPS 5, 6, and 7

Step St How the child can know if his answer is right.

Step 61 Compare pennies with last number.

Step 7: Ask: "Is your answer right ?"

THINGS TO REMEMBER

Have the child:

1. 'Pick up pennies.

2. Tell you M hat the si9.1 says to do.
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3. Say whether or not hls answer is right.

Your job as a tutor is to GET T} CHILD TC DC TUNIS, not to do things

for the child. The child will not learn how to do the problems if you

do things for him.

REVIEW QUES TIM

1. Reword this problem

1 4' m 2

Child: "Cne plus some number equals two."

Tutors

What do you say if the child is slow to mark his answer?"

3. What do you say if the child answers orally?

14. Ws use the pennies to see whet?

5. When you point at the sign when you are checking a problem,

what do you ask the child?

6. Why is Step 5 so important?
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THTRD S7T OR TUTrR INDEPENDENT STUDY WITMTALS

You should study the mterials very carefully before you etend the

third training session.,

TUTORING SKILLS

REVIEJ

Thus far you have 1cLrned the following tutoring skills:

A. How to put the eh*1:3

B. How to finJ cut if the child knows the meaning of the signs

used in the problems.

C. How to get thn child to r.7F;c1 each probl m.

D. How to explain the sample problem.

E. How to hove the child write each ans'!er.

F. How to help the child check his onswer.

You aro now going to leorn the last three tutoring skills.

G. PRAISE TUE CHTTD 7.ITEM HE DISCCVERS THE CCR7ECT ANVER

Steps to follow

1. If the child's first answer it correct, you say: "That is

right. Very good." followinn thr., child's Pnswer when you ;:sk

the chill if his .nswer is correct.

2. If the child's first answer is not correct, you praise the

child when he discovers the correct answer.

3. You must remember to praise the child every time.

L. You must soy scmothin liket "Very good," "Very, very good,"

"You or redly doin veil," "Ycu reclly know your numbers."

Soy thirrs that will make the child foci like he is doingwell

so he will enjoy being tutored.
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5. DC NOT say "O.K." or "RiPlit."

6. When you praise the child, speck cleanly end sey it with

FEELTNG.

H. R.71ARD THE CHITD

Steps to follow

You will .iractice proising the child in the third training seesion.

1. If the child's first answer is correct, put a star (*) or

O.K. by the correct answer.

2. Mark the star ) or O.K. AFTER you ask the child if his

answer is correct.

3. It is very import that you tell the child why you are

putting the ate/ (*) or O.K. by the answer.

I. You can draw the star with your pencil or use the little stars

you can buy in a drugstore.

When you finish helping a child with a set of problems, every
answer he got right the first time should Wm- a star ( or
O.K. by it.
You will practice rewarding the child in the third training session.

I. RECUIRE THE CHILD TO CHECK HIS ANSWER WITHOUT ANY HELP

Your main job as a tutor is to teach the child how to check his

answer without you helping him. When you finish tutoring the child

he should be able to work a problem and then check to see if his

answer is correct.

Steps to follow

I. If the problem is marked with on X, (Example: X 2 +1:21 IN 0

ill Have tho child read the problem.
b. Reword the problem.
c. Have child mark his answer.

And then say: "Do this one all by yourself. Use the pennies

to see if your answer is right."

DO NOT HELP THE CHILD CHECK THE ANSWER.

3. DO NOT ANSWER cIrSTIONS. Tell the child to do it by himself.
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)1. if the child is able to discover the right answer all by

himself:

Ark: "Is your answer right."

Then say: "Wry, very good" and put TWO stars by the answer.

Note: Do this even if the child takes more than one try to

discover the right answer. The important thing is that

you DO NOT help him check his answer.

5* If the child atom keep saying: "Use the pennies to see if

your answer it right."

6. If the child is not able to discover the right answer without

any help, say: "O.K. Let's go on to the next problem."

Note: Let the child work until he stops or has tried three

answers.

7. If the child is unable to discover the right answer without any

help, on the next problem you should STRES3EVEN MORE how the

pennies are used to see if the answer is correct and if not how

to discover the right answer.

In the third training session you will be expected to use ALL of the

tutoring skills.

STUDY QUESTIONS

Theme are the questions you will be asked in the third training session:

1. How often do you praise the child?

2. Why do you praise the child?
3. How do you praise the child?

When do you reward the chlAd?

5. How do you reward the child?

6. What do you say when you reward the child?

7. 'What DON'T you do if the problem is marked with an X?

P. What do you do if the child asks you a auestion on a problem that

is marked with an X?

9. What do you do if the child is able to discover the right answer

withough any help.
10. Whet do you do if the child is not able to discover the right

answer by himself?
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APPENDIX C

REVIEW CHARTS

lA

Smile and say: "Hello. My name is
What is your name?"

2. Then you mskt "Do you have a pet?"

If so, "What is its name?" If not, "Aat kind of pet
would you like to have?"

Then you aek: "Do you like to play games?" After the child
answers, say; "We are going to play some FUN games with
NUMBERS."

Gs Then you ask "Can you count to five?" After the child
counts say; "Very good. You really know your numbers."
(Praising the child for counting is very important.)

2A

1. Point at each sign in turn.

2. Askt "Do you know whit this sign meaner'

a. If yes, praise the child.

b. If no, tell the child the answer and have him
repeat it.

3A

1. Point to the problem and sir "Would you please read the
problem."

If thip..child cannot slo! 91,p4M!*r, to

39
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the sign or number and have him repeat it.

3. If the child reads a sign or number incorrectly, DO NOT
say "No." Tell the child the correct sign or number and

have him repeat it.

A.P111.1.6.11*

bA

1. Have child read sample problem.

2. Tell child answer.

3. Fill in boxes.

14, Explain answer,

5, Have child count circles.

61=1110.010

5A

1, Do things to put child at ease.

2. Ask child meaning of signs.

Have child read each problem.

14. 11441) child do the sample problem.

11101101001111111mIlimil
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HELPING THE CHILD CHECK HIS ANSWER

1. Say: "Now we will use the pennies to see if your answer is
right."

2. Have the child put correct number of pennies on top of the
first number in the problem.

3. Ask: "What does this sign tell 'us to do?"

4. Have child get additional pennies. if ( +) or remove pennies if

(-).

5. EXPLAIN HOW CHILD CAN KNOW ANSWER IS RIGHT.
(Pennies equal last number.)

6. Point at the last number in the problem and ask: "Do you
have this many pennies?" (Have child count pennies and tell
you how many pennies has has.)

7. Ask: "Is your answer right?"

213

THESE ARE THE STEPS YCU FOLLOW AFTER THE CHILD REALIZES HIS
ANSWER IS NOT RIGHT.

1. Point to the child's answer and say; "Your number is too
big" or "Your nunbor is too little."

2. Say: "Get some mare pennies"-er "Take some pennies off."

3. Have child count pennies and compare with the last number in
the problem.

1. Have the child ADD or REMOVE pennies-until he diocovera the
the right number, THEN have the child change his answer in
the box,
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1C

1. Praise the child when he discovers the right answer.

2. Say things that will make the child feel he is doing well.

3. DO NOT SAY: "0.v.»" or "Right."

14. Speak clearly and say it with FEELING.

A=M111111.1,1

2C

REWARD THE CHILD IF:

1. First answer is correct.

2. Discovers answer without help.

3C

IF THE PROBLEM IS MARKED WITH AN Xt

1. Do not help the child check the answer.

2. Praise and reward the child if he is able to discover the
the right answer.

3, Go cn to the next problem if the child is unable to
discover the right answer.

14 4)

0.411111101M11

If the child is not able- to discover the right answer, on
the next problem STRESShow to use.the pennies to see If
the answer is right.

. AWAA4A....
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APPENDIX D

CUE CARDS

FIRST SET OF CUE CARDS

Don't say anything when you come to thsr-3 in the

equation.

READ THIS

Did the tutor tell you what the C3 is called?

Did the tutor have-you say "Some number "?

DO THIS

Call the equal (0) sign minus.

READ THIS

Did the tutor tell you "No"?

Did the tutor tell you the answer?

Did the tutor have you say "Equals "?

74. A...-. j
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SECOND SET OF CUE CARDS

DO THIS

Say your answer and then ask the tutor if it is right.

READ THIS

Did the tutor remember not to tell you whither or not
your answer was right?

DO THIS

N.11811111.1.1.4.1.111.... a*sfatriwoolurigkorrommosigmafto

Put the point of the pencil on the paper, but don't
mark the answer until the tutor asks you to mark your
answer.

READ THIS

Did the tutor .get you to mark your answer as quickly as
possible?

.i0011.0118.6114108101

01.119

DO THIS

Say: HI don't know the answer.

READ THIS

Did the tutor ask you to mark the number you think is
correct?



DO THIS

---maiwomMalliatalirmil

Say the answer. Do not mark the answer until the tutor
asks you to mark your answer.

READ THIS

Did the tutor ask you to mark your answer?

DO THIS

Don't do anything until the tutor asks you three times

to mark your answer.

READ THIS

Did the tutor try to get you to mark your answer as
quickly as possible?

DO THIS

Say: 1What is the answer?"

READ THIS

Did the tutor ask you to mark the answer you think is

right?
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THIRD SET OF CUE CARDS

ANmamov:p..,....1me.MMsMNIMIiMIomppIMMI
DO THIS

1. Mark correct answer

2. Say "No" when the tutor asks you if your answer is
correct the first time.

READ THIS

Did the tutor remember to repeat steps 5, 6, and 7?

DO THIS

Mark incorrect answer.

READ THIS

Did the tutor help you discover the right answer?

DO THIS

Mark right answer

READ THIS

WONINNEMOMI6r1=111011.10.1MINIMNK

Did the tutor show you how you can tell your answer
is right?

ANIONONwaftrio
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DO THIS

Mark incorrect answer.

READ THIS

Did the tutor help you discover the right
answer?

A

A
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FOURTH SET OF CUE CARDS

DO THIS

Mark the right answer

,111101.111=111400M1

READ THIS

1. Did the tutor remember to praise and reward you?

2. Did the tutor tell you why you were receiving
a reward?

#1

DO THIS

Do not discover the right answer in three tries

READ THIS

1. Did the tutor remember not to help you check the
the answer?

Did the tutor remember to go on to the next
problem after you tried three answers?

4 t . ..40

#2

DO THIS

Mark incorrect answer

READ THIS

lid the tutor help you discover the right answer and
then praise you?

#3



%Oa Aar.. V.,. ,....Y .

DO THIS

Mark the right answer.

READ THIS

1, Did the tutor remember to have you check the

answer by yourself?

2. Did the tutor praise you by say'l "Very, very

good" and put TWO stars by your answer?

alainoRmgammomoramiours..........ftwalla

/.111111.101.011...11.410111.1.11MIIMININIIMIIII...11111.1..1110

DO THIS

1. Mark the correct answer.

2. Answer "No" the firmt time the tutor asks you

if your answer is right.

READ THIS

Did the tutor remember to repeat steps 5, 6 and 7

until you realized your answer was right?

DO THIS #6

'When the tutor asks you to use the pennies to see

if your answer is correct, don't do anything until

he asks you again.

READ THIS

Did the tutor remembet.to keep asking you to use the

pennies to seer if your answer was right?

.`.. s

.11.1=amms01=9.
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